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Abstract

Equivalent-circuit models are a popular way to model circuit devices among designers. 

As the operating frequencies of circuits continue to increase, these models must be 

improved to account for additional effects seen under these conditions. Traditional 

efforts to improve equivalent circuit models are device-specific, laborious and ad-hoc 

in nature.

To address these difficulties, this thesis presents an efficient and automated al

gorithm which identifies augmenting equivalent circuits to improve the accuracy of 

simple equivalent-circuit models over a frequency range of interest. This algorithm is 

generic in the sense that it can be applied to any multi-port equivalent-circuit model 

for a device whose performance can be described by y-parameters. Therefore, it has 

a wide range of applications. As the algorithm uses single-port networks as augmen

tations, existing passivity enforcement techniques are simplified, ensuring realizable 

augmentations.

i
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 B ackground and M otivation

As the operating frequencies of designs continue to rise, there is an increasing demand 

for device models that are valid over broader ranges of frequencies. Typical designs 

today require device characterization spanning in the range of 1-10 GHz and it con

tinues to rise rapidly. From a designer’s perspective, the use of equivalent-circuit 

models to characterize the multi-port parameters, either measured or simulated, of 

the device is attractive. These equivalent circuits use basic circuit elements to model 

the response of a complex device and are very intuitive from the perspective of un

derstanding and capturing physical effects. In this thesis, these models are referred 

to as simple equivalent-circuit models (S-ECM). Typically, S-ECMs correlate well

1
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with the measured parameters in a limited aspect. In some devices, this may be seen 

as a good match in low-frequency regions, with a deviation at higher frequencies. 

In others, only low-order characteristics are captured and the higher-order portion 

of the response is missed. S-ECMs for various types of devices, such as vias, spiral 

inductors, small-signal models of transistors, etc., can be found in the literature [1-7].

Capturing these omitted characteristics, even for the most simple structures and 

devices, becomes extremely difficult [8,9]. To improve the response of the model, 

ad-hoc approaches are tried by the designers. These approaches generally involve iso

lating some physical characteristic or phenomenon that is responsible for the omitted 

part of the response. Once this is done, the effect is translated into some equivalent 

circuit elements and added to the S-ECM [1-6,10]. These approaches can yield good 

results, but have the following major drawbacks:

1. The correction applies only to a certain type of device that has a similar 

structure. For example, the correction effected to S-ECMs of spiral inductors 

may not be valid for a via structure.

2. A large amount of trial-and-error may be required to determine the best 

location, best structure (resistor, capacitor, etc.), best connection (series or 

parallel) and the optimum values of the new circuit elements.

3. As the S-ECM complexity is increased, the model correction process may be
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come complicated and turn into a non-linear optimization problem, resulting 

in excessive computational complexity.

To handle the above difficulties, recently, black-box (or purely mathematical) 

modelling algorithms based on passive macromodelling have emerged in the litera

ture [11,12], However, due to the black-box nature of the process, passivity enforce

ment can be a time-consuming process. Also, the physical intuitiveness of the device 

under consideration is completely lost in these models. This is a major concern for 

the designers who are accustomed to optimizing certain parameters of the S-ECM 

(and consequently, the physical device) to meet the design specifications.

Hence, it is necessary to develop an algorithm that can retain the S-ECM while 

providing some augmenting network to address the error. The algorithm in [8 , 9] 

considers such an approach where the S-ECM is augmented with a black-box model 

so as to match the y-parameters of the S-ECM with the given measured parameters. It 

was based on finding the augmenting network by curve-fitting the difference between 

the given measured parameters and that of the S-ECM. One of the drawbacks of 

this approach is that the augmented network is restricted in its placement to be only 

at the terminals of the S-ECM. This may not be the optimum solution from the 

perspective of reducing the error. Also, as with any black-box type model, it can 

become a challenge to ensure passivity, especially with multi-port networks [12,13].

In order to address the above difficulties, this thesis presents an efficient and
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4

automated algorithm to identify an augmenting equivalent circuit to improve the 

accuracy of the S-ECM over a frequency range of interest. The algorithm is not 

restricted in its placement of new elements only to the ports of the S-ECM. On the 

other hand, it can automatically identify and insert frequency-dependent elements of 

both types, series and parallel, at any arbitrary location in the S-ECM, as per the 

requirements of the problem. To match the S-ECM’s response to a measured set of 

y-parameters, the algorithm determines the single-port driving-point impedance for 

each of these frequency-dependent elements. This is done using a linear formulation 

(without resorting to any nonlinear optimization). As each element is represented 

by a single-port network, ensuring its passivity is easy [13]. These networks can be 

synthesized as passive equivalent circuits [10,14,15]. The final (corrected) model, 

obtained as a result of the algorithm, is referred to as the augmented equivalent 

circuit model (A-ECM). The proposed method enables the designers to retain their 

existing physical models while providing a means to capture the high-frequency effects 

accurately. In addition, the method is very fast as the computations are done using 

the simplified linear relations developed in this thesis.

1.2 C ontributions

The major subject of this thesis is the improvement of equivalent-circuit models of 

any device. The algorithm presented provides an automated and efficient means to
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5

develop appropriate augmentations to add to an equivalent-circuit model in order to

improve its response. The main contributions of this thesis are as follows.

1. An efficient algorithm is developed to determine an appropriate augmenting 

network to add to an equivalent-circuit model at any given location to correct 

errors in its response [16-18]. This method is based on large-scale sensitivity 

and takes advantage of some characteristics of the modified nodal analysis 

(MNA) formulation to allow for different augmentation configurations.

2. The algorithm is extended to the case where multiple augmentations are 

added simultaneously [16,18]. This is done without resorting to nonlinear 

optimization.

3. The method is then applied to develop accurate lumped models for trans

mission lines with frequency-dependent parameters [18,19]. These models 

have the advantage of being useful in both time- and frequency-domain sim

ulations.

4. Finally, the above model is extended to the case of multiple coupled trans

mission lines [19].
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1.3 O rganization o f th e  T hesis

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a literature survey and back

ground on the methods the work in the thesis is based on. Chapter 3 describes the 

development of the augmentation algorithm as it applies to general model structures. 

Some numerical examples from different domains of application are also presented. 

Chapter 4 describes the development of the lumped model for transmission lines with 

frequency-dependent parameters. This covers both the single line and multiple cou

pled line cases. An example for each of these cases is given. Chapter 5 discusses some 

of the various implementation issues that must be considered while using the pro

posed algorithm. Finally, Chapter 6 gives a brief summary of the thesis and provides 

some ideas for future related research.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 In trodu ction

Before considering the proposed algorithm of this thesis, an overview of the concepts 

that are used in its development is useful. First, in Section 2.2, the Modified Nodal 

Analysis (MNA) formulation of circuit equations is discussed. This formulation is 

an ideal tool for simulating circuits, and is used for comparing the performance of 

equivalent-circuit models to measurements done on the modelled devices. Section 2.3 

describes methods to quickly determine the effect on a circuit’s state when components 

are changed or added. Finally, Section 2.4 outlines a procedure for converting a single

port network described by a rational function into a physically realizable network.

7
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10  n F ion

1 m A 3 0 0 0  , 1 n F

Figure 2.1: Example 1 for Nodal Analysis

2.2 M odified  N od al A nalysis

When performing a numerical circuit analysis, an automated means to formulate 

and solve circuit equations is needed. One such method is Modified Nodal Analysis 

(MNA) [20]. This has been derived from a standard nodal analysis formulation with 

various changes for numerical stability and to improve its suitability for implemen

tation in software. Throughout this thesis, this is the method used to analyze the 

equivalent-circuit models under consideration. The details of this method and how it 

is derived are described in this section.

To introduce the nodal analysis formulation, consider the example in Figure 2.1. 

Formulating the nodal equations using Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) in the Laplace 

domain, gives the following.
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+ W -  iy(io-y) = i(r3 (2.1)

(V2 ~  vy(lO -V ) +  =  0 (2 .2 )

v i+̂ +'/3(10‘5) =0 (2-3)
Rewriting this system in matrix form gives

/ ■ ' ' ■ \ '  ~ ■
1

8 x l0 3 0 0 io~8 - i o - 8 0 itr3

0 1
10

i
10

+  s -1 0 “8 10“8 0 v2 = 0

V
0 i

10 ±  +  J -  10 ^  300 0 0 itr9 ) ^ 3 0

Examining these matrices, the following observations are made:

1. The first matrix contains elements related to the conductance of the resis

tors in the network. Thus, it is called G, after the standard symbol for 

conductance.

2. The second matrix contains elements related to the capacitors in the net

work. Thus, it is called C , for the symbol for capacitance.

3. The combination of G  +  sC  is referred to as the nodal admittance matrix.

4. The vector on the left-hand side contains the nodal voltages of the model.

It is identified as v.

5. The vector on the right-hand side contains the currents being injected or

drawn from the nodes. It will be represented by b, from the standard linear
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A/W
R

J
-o G :

1 J

1 1
R R

1 1
R R

Figure 2.2: Stamp of a Resistor 

system form A x  =  b.

From these observations, the system can be written concisely as

(G +  sC )v  =  b (2.5)

The size of each of these matrices and vectors is dictated by the number of nodes 

in the circuit. For a system with n nodes G E 5J”xn, C  E 9?nxn, and b E 5Rn.

The next observation is that each element produces a pattern in these matrices that 

is the same for all elements of a given type. These patterns are called stamps. For 

the elements used in Figure 2.1, the stamps are presented in Figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. 

A special case for each of these is when one terminal of the device is connected to 

ground. In this case j  is set to zero, and the corresponding row and column from the 

stamp is omitted. Using these stamps, the contents of all the matrices and vectors 

can be determined without performing a traditional manual nodal analysis to obtain 

the system equations.
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%

o-
3

-o C  :
C

i J

c -c 
-c c

Figure 2.3: Stamp of a Capacitor

Figure 2.4: Stamp of an Independent Current Source
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II

©
------------- 1f— T T T — f

1 0  n H

1 m A )  <> 8 k «  < 3 0 0  ft

n r

Figure 2.5: Example 2 for Nodal Analysis

The next common circuit element to consider is the inductor. Consider the simple 

example in Figure 2.5. Performing the nodal analysis as before results in the following 

system of equations.

«  _  10~3
8 x 103 slO"8 

V2 - V 1 V2 

slO- 8 300

Rewriting this in matrix form gives the following system.

0

(2.6)

(2.7)

1
8xl03

0 1
300

1
+  -  s

1
1 0 - 8 10- 10“3

/ ^2 0
(2 .8 )

10-8 10-

It is observed that the inductor results in a new matrix term corresponding to 

j. Although this is mathematically correct, there is a significant disadvantage with 

this formulation. As the frequency of operation approaches DC, or as ju  —> 0 =>• 

s —y 0, the  ̂ term will approach infinity and the system will not have a solution. An 

alternate way to visualize this problem is to consider that this formulation relies on 

the admittance of each element. At steady-state DC, an inductor will behave as a
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short circuit, so its admittance approach infinity. To avoid this problem, the current 

through the inductor, II , is introduced as a new variable. The circuit equations are 

reformulated in terms of this variable instead of the inductor characteristics.

8 x 103

- h  +

T II — 

V2
300

10“3

0

(2.9)

(2 .10)

To complete the system, an equation is needed to relate II to the behaviour of 

the inductor. This is clearly given by the following.

V ! - V 2 =  10~8sI l

Reformulating these three equations into matrix form gives the following. 

/

(2.11)

V

■ 1 08 x l0 3 U
1 0 0 0

\

1
o

1 co
0 —
J  300 - 1 +  s 0 0 0 v2 = 0

1 - 1 0 0 0

1
OO1o1“11

/ IL 0

(2 .12)

With the introduction of the extra variable //,, the term dependent on  ̂ has been 

replaced with one proportional to s. Therefore, this new system has a solution for all 

frequencies. This formulation takes a similar form as the previous nodal admittance 

form with one important distinction. In this case, the vector of system variables 

contains not only node voltages but also a branch current. Thus, it is not a true 

nodal analysis. It is for this reason that this formulation is called Modified Nodal 

Analysis [20]. The combination of G  +  s C  is now known as the modified nodal
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i j  h

I
O- - W 1-

L

G  +  sC  :

J

h 1 - 1  - s L

Figure 2.6: MNA Stamp of an Inductor

admittance matrix and is represented by A.  The vector of system variables is denoted 

x  to reinforce the fact that it can contain variables other than voltages. This new 

system is given by

A x  =  b (2.13)

The MNA stamp for an inductor element as used in the example is shown in Figure 2.6.

The final element to consider is an independent voltage source. For this element, 

there is no direct relation between its current and voltage. Therefore, a variable for 

its current needs to be added to allow for a nodal analysis. Consider the example in 

Figure 2.7. The nodal equations are developed as

Fl +  {V1 - V 2)(10 ~ 8s )  +  Ie =  0 (2.14)
8 x 103

(V2 -  f i ) ( 10-V ) +  =  0 (2.15)
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10  n F

I V 8kft 300 n

V

Figure 2.7: Example 3 for Nodal Analysis

* j  h

G  :

J

Ie 1 - 1  0

■b: Ie V

Figure 2.8: MNA Stamp of an Independent Voltage Source 

For the third equation, the behaviour of the voltage source is defined.

Vi =  l

In matrix form, these equations become

/ 1
8 x l0 3 0 1 i o - 8

OO1Ot—H1 0
\

Vi 0

0 1
300 0 +  s - 1 ( T 8 10"8 0 V-2 = 0

V
1 0 0 0 0 0

I Ie 1

(2.16)

(2.17)

From this, it is seen that the stamp of a voltage stamp is as given in Figure 2.8. 

In the remainder of this thesis, all MNA formulations will be for multi-port net-
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T w o -P o r t  N e tw o r k

Vi

—wv—
ion  

‘5 o n  100 n ©v 2

Figure 2.9: Example Two-port Network for MNA

works. As will be seen, it is required that these systems be easily converted into a 

set of y-parameters for comparison to measured data. By imposing some restrictions 

on the structure of the network without restricting generality, this can be assured. 

First, a voltage source excitation is connected to each port. Next, the voltage source 

stamp is redefined to correspond to the conventional current direction of a multi-port 

network. These are illustrated by the example in Figure 2.9. Here, it is seen that the 

direction of the current points into the port as is the convention. However, as seen 

in Figure 2.8, the direction of the current in the stamp is defined as flowing from the 

positive terminal to the negative terminal. To compensate for this, a new stamp for 

a port voltage is presented in Figure 2.10.

Taking advantage of this new stamp along with the resistor stamp in Figure 2.2,
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i L

I i ■v . 6
G  : i - 1 u Vi

h 1 0

Figure 2.10: MNA Stamp of a Port Voltage Source 

the following MNA system is constructed.

— +  — —-  —1 050 10 10

A -A +  A 0 -1
10 100 10 “ ' (2.18)

1 0 0 0

0 1 0  0 

The port voltages can be separated from the b vector by defining a mapping matrix 

B  such that

V̂2j

Substituting this in (2.13) gives the system

VA 0

VB 0

h

h Vz

b =  B B v (2.19)

A x  =  B v (2 .20)
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For this example, it is clear that

B  =

0 0 

0 0 

1 0 

0 1

(2 .21)

It is observed that this same selector matrix can be used to separate the port 

currents, I\ and / 2, from the x  vector. The port currents, i  are given by

i  =  B lx (2 .22)

where the superscript t  represents the matrix transpose operator. If the system 

in (2.20) is now solved for x  and substituted in (2.22), the following relation between 

i  and v  is obtained.

i  =  B ' A ' B v  (2.23)

It is known that the y-parameters of a network, denoted by Y ,  are defined as

i  =  Y v (2.24)

Therefore, the relationship between the MNA system and the y-parameters is 

established as

Y  =  B ' A XB  (2.25)
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2.3 U p d atin g  a M odified  S ystem

In the previous section, an automated method to formulate the circuit equations of a 

multi-port network was presented. In addition, a method to convert these equations 

to the y-parameters was shown. When an equivalent-circuit model is being modified 

or optimized to match a measured set of y-parameters, small changes are being intro

duced to the circuit. These changes can be small, such as a perturbation of one of its 

components, or larger, like the addition of a new component. For this optimization, 

it is desirable to have a method to determine the change to the overall y-parameters 

of a model due to these modifications. For efficiency, this should be done without 

reformulating and solving the entire system. In the following sections, methods to 

accomplish this are presented.

2.3.1 Small-Scale Sensitivity

When a small change is being considered to an existing component in a model, a small- 

scale method called adjoint sensitivity can be used to determine the corresponding 

effect on the model’s behaviour.

Consider the MNA system defined in (2.20). Let <fi be the value of a component of 

interest in the model. The effect of changing this element is given by the derivative
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of this system with respect to (j).

d A x  d B v  . .
~ a f  =  <2'26)

As <p represents the value of a component, it does not affect the applied port

voltages, v,  or the way these are mapped to the MNA system, given by B.  Therefore,

* W =  0 a» d

^ = 0  (2.27)

Expanding this with the product rule and rearranging gives

d A  . d x
d j X +  W  =  0 (2'28)

. dx dA
w  =  ( }
dx  . dA
9 4 , =  '  ~aix  (2'30)

It is seen that (2.30) gives a relation between the change in the value of the

component and the corresponding effect on the MNA variables. With knowledge of

the MNA formulation, it is clear that ^  is simply the derivative of the component’s

stamp with respect to the component’s value.

Next, define the kth column of B  as bk■ For an n-port system, this means

B  =  [&i b2 ••• bn] (2.31)

Combining (2.31) with (2.22), the A;th port current can be extracted from x.

ik =  b\x  (2.32)
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The sensitivity of ik to changes in <p is found as

dik db\x , t dx
(2.33)

Substituting in (2.30), this expands to

dik
d<f>

t A_idA  
' h A

(2.34)

Let x ^  be a solution to what is termed the adjoint system, A tx <'^ =  —6 .̂ Fol

lowing some manipulations

A tx {t ) = -bk

x (a)
k

(aht

-A~%,

[-A-'bkl

- b l A - 1

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.38)

This result can be substituted in (2.34) to obtain the following.

d<t> ~ {Xk ] d4>x
(2.39)

Next, this is extended to find the change in all port currents simultaneously.

di
d(f>

i 1

<1-©
-

+3J
.

1

( * l a ) ) t

9*2
d<j>

=

/  W u f l A  
\ ^2  )

=

■S
' s

1

y x n ) d<pX ( s t ^ ) *

dA
d(f>

x (2.40)
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Replacing x  with the solution of (2.20) gives

(*<*>)*

di o4*’)' dA
00 A lB v (2.41)

Taking the derivative of (2.24) with respect to 0 results in the following.

di d Y v  d Y  r̂ dv
—  =  —̂—  =  v  +  Y —
00 <90 00 00

As discussed previously, it is known that | |  =  0, which implies that

di _  &Yv _  d Y
d(f) 0 0  0 0  V

Comparing (2.41) and (2.43) it becomes clear that

(*<■>)•

B Y  (4 * 7  O A  ,

(2.42)

(2.43)

Therefore, for a small change of 0, A0, the updated y-parameters, Y ,  are given

A  B (2.44)

by

d Y
Y  =  Y  +  —  A</> =  Y  +00

( * S a ) ) *

(*«)*

( x P y

dA
00

A " 1B A 0 (2.45)
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It is noted that the only part of this relation that is dependent on the component 

being varied is the ^  term. Therefore, the remaining terms can be computed once 

per model and used to determine the effect of varying each component.

2.3.2 Large-Scale Sensitivity

In many cases, a model is being changed more than small-scale sensitivity can handle. 

An existing component might be changed by a large amount, or new components 

might be added. In either case, it becomes necessary to employ large-scale sensitivity.

Rohrer’s Approach

This approach to large-scale sensitivity was described by Rohrer [21] as a consequence 

of Kron’s method of tearing. The version of the derivation provided here has been 

slightly modified to correspond to the MNA formulations that will be considered in 

this thesis, as described in Section 2.2.

This problem is formulated as follows. Consider an m-port network corresponding 

to a simple equivalent-circuit model (S-ECM). This model contains no independent 

sources and has a voltage excitation at each port. The Modified Nodal Analysis 

(MNA) equations can be written in the form described in Section 2.2.

A (ju)x  =  B v  (2-46)

where A(jto) £ C'VxAr is the MNA matrix at frequency u, B  £ RjVxm is a binary
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Parallel Augmentation

\ E xisting  B ranch

Simplified Equivalent Circuit M odel (S-ECM )

Figure 2.11: Parallel Augmentation

selector matrix which maps the port voltages into the nodal space of the MNA matrix, 

v  E Cmxl is a vector that contains the voltage sources connected to the terminals, 

and x  E CJVxl is a vector containing the unknown MNA variables. From (2.25), the 

y-parameters of the m-port equivalent circuit can be written as

Y  =  B tA~1B  (2.47)

where the superscript t denotes the matrix transpose operator.

Consider the case where an augmentation is being added between two existing 

nodes in the model. In effect, this is in parallel with an existing set of elements as 

shown in Figure 2.11 and is termed a parallel augmentation. Let voc represent the 

open-circuit voltage between these nodes; that is, with no augmentation connected, 

at a fixed frequency of ui0. Next, define £ as an N  x 1 selector vector that maps the 

nodes of the augmenting impedance to the nodal space of the existing MNA in (2.46). 

For example, when an augmentation is connected between nodes k and I, £ can be
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Simplified Equivalent C ircuit M odelI
Figure 2.12: Open-circuit voltage between nodes k and I

written as

€ =

fcth entry

(2.48)

Zth entry

For a two-port model, the measurement of voc is shown in Figure 2.12. The 

relationship between voc, £, and (2.46) can be expressed as

=  Vk ~ V i =  g x { ] U 0) =  g A ( ] U J 0) 1B v (2.49)

Next, the port excitation sources are deactivated and a current source of 1A at 

a frequency of ui0 is connected between nodes k and I. This will result in a voltage
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k I

Sim plified  E q u iv a len t C ircu it M odel

Figure 2.13: Voltage due to a unit current excitation

across these nodes of v'kl as shown in Figure 2.13. Mathematically, this action replaces 

the relationship in (2.46) with

A (ju0)x' =  £ (2.50)

where x'  represents the new values of the MNA variables under this new excitation. 

Solving for x' and then v'kl gives

x ' =  (2.51)

v'kl =  v'k - v ' l =  t tx' =  t tA - 1£ (2.52)

Consider that the nodes k and I form a port to the network. The relation in (2.52)

gives the voltage seen at this port given a unit current excitation. This information al

lows finding the Thevenin equivalent network seen looking in this port. The Thevenin 

equivalent impedance, zth, is given by

z *  =  Y  = v>kl = (2'53)
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Simplified E quivalent C ircuit ModelT
Figure 2.14: Thevenin equivalent circuit of the port connected to nodes k and I

The relations in (2.49) and (2.53) lead to the Thevenin equivalent circuit of this 

port shown in Figure 2.14. Connecting an impedance of zaug,par across the port will 

result in a loop current, iz , given by

By the substitution theorem, zaug!par can be replaced with a current source of iz 

without changing the state of the circuit. This results in the circuit shown in Fig

ure 2.15. Next, the new state of the MNA variables in (2.46) after the augmentation 

is added can be found using superposition.

First, the current source of iz is considered by itself. From (2.50) and (2.51) it is 

known that if iz =  1 then x' =  A._1£. Using the linearity theorem, iz can be scaled 

to the value in (2.54). This will scale the MNA variables in (2.50) by the same factor. 

The scaled set of MNA variables is denoted as A x  and are given by

■£t A ~ 1B v (2.54)
+

(2.55)
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Simplified Equivalent C ircuit Model

Figure 2.15: Equivalent augmented circuit with substituted current source

Finally, it is noted that when the port voltage sources are considered together 

and the current source is deactivated, the same circuit as Figure 2.12 is obtained. 

Therefore, the state of the MNA variables for this case is identical to (2.46), or

x  =  A  1B v (2.56)

Combining these two results, the full state of the system is obtained, denoted x.

x  — x  +  A x (2.57)

(2.58)

or

*  =  A  xB v  -  A -1£ ---- * A  Bt V_t
âug,par £ -A £

Using this result with (2.46) and (2.47), an expression for the changes in the 

y-parameters due to the augmentation is found as

A Y  =  Y - Y  =
—B tA~1£(€tA~1B)

-̂ aug.par T £ A  £
(2.59)
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Sherman-Morrison M atrix Inverse Updating

The above result can also be obtained through an alternate formulation based on the 

Sherman-Morrison formula for updating a matrix inverse [22], The simplified version 

of this formula used here was discussed by Householder in [23]. This formulation 

provides a more mathematical but less intuitive approach than that provided by 

Rohrer.

When a circuit has a parallel augmentation added as shown in Figure 2.11, the 

MNA matrix A  of (2.46) is modified using the stamp in Figure 2.2. The modified 

MNA matrix, A is given by

A  =  A  +  t f z - i , par (2.60)

where zaug>par is the impedance of the augmentation being added and £ is the selec

tor vector that describes the augmentation’s connection to the circuit, as illustrated 

in (2.48).

From this, the updated y-parameters, Y  are found from the relation in (2.47) to

be

Y  =  B ' A lB  =  B \ A  +  J " 1*  (2.61)

The inverse of A  is assumed to have been calculated during a previous analysis. 

To provide an efficient means to calculate the updated y-parameters, the Sherman- 

Morrison formula is used to update the matrix inverse. This formula is the follow
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ing [23],

(B  -  a u v t)“1 =  B 1 +  (a -1 -  W # " 1 (2.62)

valid for any a ^  ('ytJ3_1'u)~1.

To apply this to this case, the following substitutions are made.

B  =  A  (2.63)

u  =  £ (2.64)

v  =  £ (2.65)

® =  — ^ a u g ,p a r (2.66)

Making these substitutions in (2.62) gives the following relation.

(A  +  ^ a i p a r ^ r 1 =  A~* +  ( " ^ a u g .p a x  -  ? A~* f r 1 A~*& A~'  (2.67)

valid for any z aUg .p ar /  — From the analysis in the previous section, us

ing (2.53), this can be more intuitively stated as being valid for any zaug;Par 7̂  —Zth- 

Substituting this result in (2.61), the updated y-parameters become

Y  =  B ' A ^ B  =  B t [ A - 1 +  ( - z aug,par -  g A - ^ y ' A - ' & A - 1} B  (2.68)

Expanding (2.68), substituting (2.47), and rearranging gives

Y  =  B ' A - ' B  +  B \ - z aus,par -  f A - ' t y ' A - ' & A - ' B  (2.69)

• =  Y  +  (270)
^aug ,pax  s  S

A Y  =  Y - Y  =  ~ B  — (2.71) 
 ̂ _L /d  A P^aug ,pax  ~  s  "  S
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By inspection, it is clear that (2.59) is identical to (2.71).

2.4 S ingle-P ort N etw ork  Synthesis

When a network is being optimized to match a certain response, it is often useful 

that its structure is not constrained. If the network’s structure is allowed to change, 

a much wider variety of responses can be matched. A simple way to allow this is 

to represent the network as a single-port black box model in the frequency domain 

instead of as a set of circuit elements. The driving-point impedance of this network 

can be specified by a rational function. The rational function can then be permuted 

by a purely mathematical optimization process to achieve the desired response.

After the final rational function is obtained, it must be converted back into a 

network of circuit elements so that simulations can be carried out easily in both the 

time and frequency domains. For any passive rational function, there exists a network 

of R, L and C elements that shares the same driving-point impedance [15]. Methods 

to determine the appropriate structure exist in literature [14,15] and the method used 

in this thesis is described here.

Let the driving-point impedance of the single-port network to be synthesized be 

Z(s) and be of the form

Z(s) = + + + -  ' + y  (2.72)
bo  +  b \ S  +  &2 S +  • • • +  b q S q
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where \p — q\ <  1. Assume this network is passive and therefore positive real. This 

implies that

Re{Z(ju)}  > 0  V u  >  0 (2.73)

The first step is to check for poles along the imaginary axis and at to =  oo. One 

of the necessary conditions for a rational function to be positive real is that any 

poles along the imaginary axis must have purely real residues [15]. Knowing this, the 

partial fraction expansion including the poles of interest is given by

Z(s) =  sL +  f —— ---- 1----— —^ +  Z\(s) (2.74)

71 i
Z(s) =  sL +  ^ 2  2 +  z i(s) (2-75)6 ~r iOji=\ 1

where L is the residue of the pole at infinity, which exists only when p > q. When 

this is the case, L =  y .  The synthesis of the pole/residue terms is achieved with the 

parallel combination of a capacitor and an inductor. The values of these elements are 

given by

klS =  sLi || ~  (2.76)s2 +  uf “ " sCi
sLi

1 +  s2LiCi 
k~s C71s

(2.77)

(2.78)
s2 +  u2 s2 +

Therefore, C( =  and Lt =  The network resulting from synthesizing these 

poles is shown in Figure 2.16.
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Z(s)

o -T T T ^ -

> kx
Zi (s)

o o

Figure 2.16: Synthesis of Poles on Imaginary Axis

The next step is to synthesize the zeros that occur on the imaginary axis. This 

can be done in a same way as for the poles along the imaginary axis if it is observed 

that the zeros of Z\(s) are the poles of Yl (s) — (Zi(s))^1. Therefore, the partial 

fraction expansion can be considered as before

_ A l _  +  _ ^ _ ) + y2(s)
S +  J U i  s -  JUJi

n ,
y ,W  =  s c  +  £ (

i = 1  '

y ,W  =  s c  +
i = 1  *

(2.79)

(2.80)

where C is the residue of the pole of Y l ( s )  at infinity.

The synthesis of the pole/residue terms is achieved with the series combination of 

a capacitor and an inductor. The values of these elements are given by

h s
s +  ujf

h s
S2 +  Luf

4- iisCisLi
sCj 

1 +  s2LiCi
L ^ s  

s-2 +  (L jQ )-1

(2.81)

(2.82)

(2.83)
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Figure 2.17: Synthesis of Zeros on Imaginary Axis

Therefore, L; =  A and Q  =  The network resulting from synthesizing these 

zeros is shown in Figure 2.17.

At this point the remaining rational function Z2(s) =  (Y2(s))~1 consists only of 

roots and poles in the left-half plane with no poles or zeros on the imaginary axis and 

is described by the following form.

>7 / \ 4 2) +  a i2)s +  a22)fi2 4-------1- ai f sP2Z2{s) - (2.84)
bq2-1 +  b^s  +  b ^ s 2 H h bq£ sq2

The next task is to extract a series resistance from this function. Let i?i be the

value of this resistance. The maximum value of resistance that can be removed is

given by

Ri =  min(Re{Z2(jo;)}) , u> > 0 (2.85)

If this resistance is removed from Z2(s) the remainder of the network, Z3(s), is 

given by

Z3(s) =  Z2(s) -  Rx (2.86)
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It is clear that Z^{s) will be positive real. If uj\ G K, u>i >  0 satisfies

Re{Z2(jui1)} =  i?i (2 .8 7 )

then

Zz{jui) — jX \ (2 .88)

In the case where =  0, it can be seen from (2.72) that R\ =  Re{Z2(0)}
(2 )

Z2(0) =  Therefore, Z:i(s) is found by the following

-,(2) i _(2) J2) o2

Zz{s) =

0>q’ +  a^'s +  02 J sz +  • • ■ +  a ^ sP2 
+  b^ s +  b ^ s2 +  ■ • • +  b$  s92 

a ^ s  +  aips2 +  • • • +  Op'̂ s1’2

'0
,(2 )0

6® +  b ^ s  Jr b (2 > s2 -\------ 1- bq^s112l (2) I2),

(2.89)

(2.90)

where

,(3)

(2) fc!2)<42) . ^  . r i
a\ ~ ~hw~  > 1 ^  mm{P2, (12)°0

(2 )a-

6(2)a(2)i aO
J 2 )

Q2 < i  < P  2

p2 < i < q 2 

otherwise

(2.91)

It can be seen from (2.90) that Z^(0) =  jX i =  0. This means that Z3(s) has a zero

(2")
at s =  0. This can be removed if the % coefficient is removed in the denominator, 

creating a pole at s =  0, which will cancel out with the zero. This coefficient can be 

removed by looking at the equivalent driving-point admittance of Z3(.s), Y?,(s). Let 

14(5) be the driving-point admittance of the remaining network after bfj2̂ is eliminated,
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given by

Ys(s)

Y4(s)

Y4(s )

Y4(s )

Y4(s)

6q2) +  bf^s +  b^1 s'2 H 1- b^ s'k (2 ),.92

+ a ^ s2 + + a $ s P2

Y3(s )
b{2)°0
(3) 

0 4  ’ S

+  b ^ s  +  b ^ s2 H h b ^ s92
a ^ s  +  a ^ s 2 + ---- 1- Op2SP2

hm°o
(3) a ) ’s

f  }s +  b f’s2 +  • • • +  b'g’s'd 4) _2 (4). .92

ajj^s +  a ^ s 2 + + a ^ sP2

b ^  +  b ^ s  +  • • • +  b ^ s 92 1

where

d4)

(3) , (3) .
Qj4 “h  (12  S  “t-

(9) a(3) b(2)Liy; _  ai+i°o
<43>

1,(2)

fen
.0)

i  < min{p2, <72}

P2 < i < Q 2 

q2 < i < p 2 

otherwise

(2.92)

(2.93)

(2.94)

(2.95)

(2.96)

(2.97)

It is noted that Z4(s) has had the order of its numerator and denominator reduced 

by one compared to Z2(s) through this process. Prom this result, it is found that

Z2(s) =  R1 +  (sLi || Z4{s)) =  0 +  1 || Z4(s)
On V On

(2.98)

and this synthesis step is illustrated in Figure 2.18. Z4(s) is then synthesized by 

restarting this procedure from the beginning.

In the case where u>\ =  00 , it can be seen from (2.72) that R\ =  Re{Z2(oo)} =
a (2)

Z2{00) =  -j§y, which implies that p 2 <  q2 and Ri  =  0 when p 2 <  q2. Prom this, Zz(s) 
bq2
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Figure 2.18: Synthesis of minimum resistance at u> =  0

is found to be the following 

Z s ( s )  =  

Z 3( s ) =

a +  a ^ s  +  a ^ s 2 +  • • • +  a^’s92,(2)<

&<2>-^<2>‘ 
,(3) i (3)

til’s +  b^S2 +  • • • +  bqz’sQ2 ti,
(3 ) e © - l

(2).
z(2)lq2
y92

,(3) ,2fli s +  aj s l  h a,'92-1*-

bq2̂ +  bf^s +  ti^’s2 + -----1- ti£’sq21.(2 ) , ( 2 )  <

where

a.
(2) 6P)ag) . /  1

< » _ J a‘ X t  ’

(2.99)

(2 .100)

(2 .101)

0 otherwise

It can be seen from (2.100) that Z:i(oo) =  jX i =  0. This means that Z3 (s)

( 2 )
has a zero at s =  oo. This can be removed if the b,n coefficient is removed in the 

denominator, creating a pole at s =  oo, which will cancel out with the zero. This 

coefficient can be removed by looking at the equivalent driving-point admittance of 

Z3 (s), y 3 (s)- Let Y4 (s) be the driving-point admittance of the remaining network
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after b $  is eliminated, given by

b +  b^ s  +  b ^ s2 +  • • • +  bq^s92
Y s ( s )  = 

n ( s )  =  Y s ( s ) -  

Y 4(S) :

F 4(S) :

a,q3) +  a43)s +  a^3)s2 H b

b $ s
a(3)^2-1

&q2) +  +  &22)S2 H b 6^S92 4 2̂
afl3) +  af^s +  4 3)s2 H-------b

b^  +  6 ^ s  +  b ^ s2 H-------b 6^_iS92-1

i (3)z©-i

a[j3) +  aj3)s +  a ^ s 2 H b a ^ s 92-1
Q22
(3)

(2 .102)

(2.103)

(2.104)

(2.105)

where

t(4)

^ 2)Jo
(9)  a (3) b(2){*) a i- l°Q 2b r  -

^  i 92 ~1

i =  0

, 0 < i < q2 — 1 (2.106)

0 otherwise

It is noted that Z4(s) has had the order of its numerator and denominator reduced

by one compared to Z2(s) through this process. In the case where p2 < q2, only the

order of the denominator has been reduced by one. In either case, Z4(s) represents a

lower-order system. From this result, it is found that

/
Z2(s) =  R , +  || Z4(s)^ =  ^  + 6( 2)

-

’ a (3)\  “92-1

Z4(s) (2.107)

and this synthesis step is illustrated in Figure 2.19. Z4(s) is then synthesized by 

restarting this procedure from the beginning.

The case where 0 < < oo is more complex, as in this case X 4 is not guaranteed

to be 0. Instead, it is synthesized into an inductor.
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o- o

Z*(s)

o

>
a

V V V

a (2)a 92
hm

Z\ KS)
“ « 2 - l

Figure 2.19: Synthesis of minimum resistance at u  =  oo

Lx =  

Z3(s) =

Xi
UJx

sLi +  Z^s)

(2.108)

(2.109)

It is noted that Li may be negative at this point, but it has been shown in [15] 

that the final representation will result in physical elements. At this point, it is clear 

that

=  Zs(ju>i) — ju\L\ =  jX i  — jX i  =  0 (2.110)

which means that Z^(s) has a zero at s =  ju\. This implies the presence of another 

zero at s =  —joji. In addition, the above relation creates a pole at infinity in Z4(s).

The zeros at s =  can be removed using the procedure above for a zero along 

the imaginary axis. The partial fraction expansion of the admittance function can be 

considered as before

Y4(s) =
ks

s2 +  U)\
+  ^5(5) (2 .111)

The synthesis of the pole/residue term is achieved with the series combination of
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o- O— w v — w
Ri Li

Z2(s)

o

>
o

n m r 1-
L*

Ze(s)

Figure 2.20: Synthesis of minimum resistance at 0 < w < oo

a capacitor and inductor. The values of these elements are given by

ks L ^ s
s 2 +  u *  s 2 +  (L2C1)~1 

Therefore, L2 =  |  and C \  =

Finally, the pole at infinity is removed by the relation

Z$(s) =  sL3 +  Zq(s)

(2 .112)

(2.113)

Figure 2.20 shows the synthesized result of this process. In this structure, a mutual 

inductance can be seen in its T-model representation. It is possible for a T-model to 

have negative elements [15] and in this case it is redrawn in its mutual inductance 

form in Figure 2.21 to ensure its realizability.

Finally, Ze(s) is synthesized by restarting this procedure from the beginning.

2.5 Sum m ary

In this chapter, some background into numerical methods for circuit analysis was 

presented. These methods permit the evaluation of the performance of a model and
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Figure 2.21: Synthesis of minimum resistance at 0 < u  < oo with mutual inductance

to compare this performance to measurements taken from an actual device. Methods 

to allow the model’s characteristics to be quickly determined following a change were 

also shown. The final section described a method to synthesize a single-port network 

whose driving-point impedance is given by a rational function. In the next chapter, 

this knowledge will be used to develop the proposed algorithm.
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Chapter 3

Autom ated Augm entation of 

M odels

3.1 In trodu ction

In Chapter 1, it was discussed that for most devices, a simple equivalent-circuit 

model (S-ECM) is available. These models are generally of a low order, and thus are 

only able to capture the device’s characteristics well over a limited frequency range. 

Previously, improvements to these models were done in a device-specific and ad-hoc 

manner. This chapter presents an automated and efficient algorithm to improve an 

ECM to provide a good match with measured characteristics over a wider frequency 

range or to capture higher order effects.

42
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This chapter is arranged as follows. First, Section 3.2 describes a method to reduce 

a model’s error by determining an appropriate network to add between two existing 

nodes to improve its performance. Connected in this matter, the network is said to be 

in parallel. There are cases where an augmentation would be best placed in series with 

an existing element. The proposed algorithm is extended to this case in Section 3.3. 

In Section 3.4, the algorithm is further improved by applying it to the case of multiple 

simultaneous augmentations. With this addition, multiple augmenting networks can 

be found for the ECM at once. Finally, in Section 3.5, two examples are presented to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of this proposed algorithm.

3.2 A d d ition  o f a S ingle Parallel A u gm en tation

When evaluating the performance of an ECM, its response must be compared to 

the behaviour of the device it models. In this thesis, this is done by comparing the 

corresponding y-parameters. Let the given measured y-parameters of the device be 

represented by T̂ meas- The goal here is to modify the S-ECM such that it matches 

the entire broadband spectrum as much as possible by adding an augmenting two- 

terminal network between a pair of specific nodes as shown in Figure 2.11. Let the 

corresponding new y-parameters be represented by

Y  =  Y  +  A Y  (3.1)
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The objective here is to find a driving-point impedance, £aUg,par, for this augment

ing network so as to minimize the following error function

t(ju) =  H^measOw) -Y(jU})\\ (3.2)

or, by substituting in (2.47) and (3.1),

t(ju) =  | | r meas( ^ )  -  B ' A - ' B  -  AY(ju)\\  (3.3)

Substituting in (2.59) gives

e (^ )  = Y meas(ju) -  B 'A  XB  +  B  A (3.4)
^ au g .p a r  4 ” £  A  £

In (3.4), all of the terms on the right-hand side are constants at each sampled 

frequency point except for z a u g ,par- Therefore, the error is minimized when z aug)Pa r is 

the optimal solution, in the least-squares sense, to the over-determined system

[ 1 W . M  -  B tA ~1B] zaugiPar =  B tA - 1̂ (CtA - 1B ) - ( y measO u;)-B t^ - 1B ) ^ A - 1̂

(3.5)

A value for £aUg,par is found with (3.5) at each frequency point. The full response 

is fit to a rational function with a method such as direct coefficient fit or vector fit 

as described in Section 5.3 and its passivity is enforced [13]. Finally, the network in 

synthesized with passive elements with the method of Section 2.4 and inserted into 

the model. Once this is done, the resulting model is referred to as the augmented 

equivalent-circuit model (A-ECM).
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Series Augmentation

/
E xisting  B ranch

7 h
V T "

Simplified Equivalent Circuit M odel (S-ECM )

Figure 3.1: Series Augmentation

3.3 A d d ition  o f a S ingle Series A ugm entation

In some cases, a parallel augmentation may not be optimal when the passivity con

straints are considered. Instead of connecting the augmentation between two existing 

nodes, it can instead be inserted in series with an existing element, as shown in 

Figure 3.1. In this section, the algorithm is extended to handle this case.

Consider first the case where the augmentation is a single inductor. When adding 

this element, the MNA matrix A  is updated with the stamp shown in Figure 2.6. This 

adds two variables to the MNA system. The first corresponds to the new node created 

by inserting the inductor and the second is for the current through the inductor, I

It is noted that the value in the diagonal of A  that corresponds to II is equivalent 

to — zaug,ser> where 2aug.ser =  sL is the impedance of the augmenting inductor. There

fore, this stamp can be extended to the general case of an augmenting impedance 

with the form shown in Figure 3.2.
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* j  h

i 1
%
o- ■o

3 - 1

Figure 3.2: MNA Stamp of General Impedance

The goal is to find the value of the augmenting impedance, so the value of zaug:Ser 

is initially unknown. However, if z a ug,ser is set to zero, the augmentation becomes 

a short circuit and can be added without affecting the performance of the original 

S-ECM. If the algorithm can be used to find an appropriate value for the diagonal 

of A  corresponding to Iz, then it can be used to find the best impedance for the 

augmentation.

Fortunately, this is possible. It is known that connecting an augmenting impedance 

of zaugtPar between a given node m  and ground causes a value of z~̂ s pai to be added 

to the mth diagonal of the A  matrix. Therefore, if Iz  is on the nth row of x, £ is set 

to:

0

€ =  1 nth entry (3.6)

0
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Carrying out the rest of the algorithm as described in the previous section, it will 

determine the optimal value for 2aUg,par- This will result in the mth diagonal being 

set to 2 , ^  pa,.. From Figure 3 . 2 ,  this implies that z au g ,ser =  ~ zIug,pax- Therefore, ( 3 . 5 )  

is modified for the series augmentation case as follows:

[ B' A- 'B  -  Y, , , ,J^>]  =  B ' A  ‘{ ( { ' / l  lB , - ( Y m, J N ) - B ' A  lB) i ' A

(3.7)

Therefore, the error is minimized when z auglser is the optimal solution, in the 

least-squares sense, to the over-determined system in (3.7).

Once again, a value for zaugiSer is found with (3.7) at each frequency point. The 

full response is fit to a rational function with a method such as those described in 

Section 5.3 and its passivity is enforced [13]. Finally, the network in synthesized with 

passive elements as shown in Section 2.4 and inserted into the model, producing the 

final A-ECM.

3.4 M u ltip le  S im ultaneous A ugm entations

Many S-ECMs can benefit from the addition of several augmentations at various 

locations. Up to this point, to accomplish this, the augmentations would have to be 

found one at a time. In general, this may not lead to fast convergence on the optimal 

solution. To speed this up, the ability to determine appropriate networks for multiple
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simultaneous augmentations and to evaluate their impact on the S-ECM is required. 

In order to handle these efficiently, simplified linear relations have been developed for 

this case.

Consider a problem with npar parallel augmentations and nser series augmenta

tions. Let £paiv; be the selector vector in the form of (2.48) for the 2th parallel aug

mentation, <zaug,par,* • Similarly, ^ser fc is defined as the selector vector in the form 

of (3.6) for the kth series augmentation, z au g ,ser,fc-

Ordinarily, the total effect of adding multiple augmentations into a model will be 

different than the sum of the effects. However, assuming that the S-ECM is already 

a fair representation of the device and the augmentations are being added to refine 

its response, the higher order coupling terms can be neglected. Thus, the total effect 

of adding these augmentations on the y-parameters is given by:

— w i ~p—  +  — r ? — —  I3 8 )
i = l  ^aug ,par,*  i S par,*  S par,*  £.=1 aug,ser,fc ' Sser,A; S s e r ,k

Substituting this in the error function (3.3) gives

n P a r  T f t  A — / £ *  A — 1

i M  =  -  B 'A  1B  +  Y ,  , ‘- i e  ) +
i= 1 ^ a u g ,p a r ,i  > S p a r ,t  S p a r ,i

^  B tA~1gserk(€leTtkA ~1B )
2 -^ _^”1 I p̂  4 _1£
k —l  aug,ser,fc ~  S s e r ,k S s e r ,k

(3.9)

Straightforward minimization of the error function (3.9) leads to a nonlinear opti

mization problem. Solution of a nonlinear optimization problem is generally compu

tationally expensive, can have problems with local minima, and is not guaranteed to
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converge. To convert this to a linear least-squares optimization problem, the following 

intermediate variables are introduced:

7aug,par,i — (-2aug,par,i T $,iA £j) 

7aug,ser,fc ( âugjSerjfc

Substituting these in (3.9) gives the following error function:

(3.10)

(3.11)

e(j^) = -  B' A - ' B  +  J 2  7au6,par,i+

(-® A  €ser,k(€ser,k-A -&)) 7aug,ser,A
k=1

(3.12)

In (3.12), all of the terms on the right-hand side are constants at each sampled 

frequency point except for each 7aug. To formulate this as a linear least-squares 

optimization problem, the following definitions are made:

Taug

p(pax,i)

p(sei,k)

A Y

[7aug,par,l ’ ' ‘ 7aug,par,npar 7aug,ser,l

—B tA ~1̂ paii(^tpaiiA~1B)

- B ' A - ^ ^ k A - ' B )

Y meas(ju) -  B ' A - ' B

7aug,ser,«Ser ] ' (3-13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

In the case of an m-port model, the error in (3.12) is minimized when 7 au„ is the
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optimal solution, in the least-squares sense, to the system

7-i(par,l) j-,(par,rjpar) 
' ^11

77i(ser,l)
r l l

77,(ser,nSer) 
■ ^11 A F n

ci (par,1) 
12

T-,(par,npar) 
' -^12

r-i(ser,l)
12

jri(ser,nser) 
' 12 A F i 2

Z7>(par,l)
^ lm

77, (par,npar) 
^ lm

zp(ser,l) 77,(ser,nSer)
r im Taug AYim

r,(par,l)
21

T-i(pax,7lpar)
* ' -^21

7-r(ser,l)
-^21

T-,(ser,nser) 
' 21 A T 21

7-i(par,l)
■Tmm

p (par,nPar) 
-T mm

T-,(ser,l) 
■T mm

T-,(ser,nSer) ' n  mm A  Ymm

It is clear that this is a system of m2 equations with (npar +  nser) unknowns. This 

implies that the number of augmentations is limited by the number of ports of the 

model. For example, for a two-port model, a maximum of four augmentations can be 

added this way. If the model is symmetric, the situation is worsened, as Y12 =  I 21 

so only three augmentations can be added. If more augmentations are added, the 

system becomes under-determined, and the excess j aug terms will evaluate to zero, 

which is unacceptable.

With this method of fitting, each sampled frequency point is considered indepen

dently. The rank of the system can be increased if instead the fitting is carried out for 

all frequency points simultaneously. This can be done if it is assumed that 7aUg,par,i
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and 7aug,ser,fc can be represented as rational functions of the following form:

  -^p a r,i(® )   Qpai,i,pŜ  d~ ' ' ' d~ Opar,i,0
7aug ,par,i -  ~ ^ y - s q  +  bq_ i S q - 1 +  ' "  +  bo

■^ser,k(®) ®ser,k,p^ d~ ‘ • d~ O,ser,k,0 /o 1 n\
7aug,ser,fc — n / \ — ~  ' T ZZj . \ i ~  f o . i y jD(s) S<1 d- 6g_iS9_1 d \-bQ

It is noted that the denominators of (3.18) and (3.19) are the same for each 

augmentation. This form does not require that each 7aug share the same poles; rather, 

it implies that the denominator is simply the product of the poles for each. Poles which 

are not needed by a particular 7aug will be cancelled by zeros in the corresponding 

N(s) and removed at the end of the procedure.

Substituting (3.18) and (3.19) in (3.12) and expanding the error function to cover 

each of r  frequency points gives

E  j w » ) +
, i —1

E
i=i
B-ser \
£  N seitk(ju>i) +  Y meas( j u t) -  B ' A ^ B
k = 1

(3.20)

To formulate this as a linear least-squares optimization problem, the following 

definitions are made:

[® par,l,0 ‘ ‘ " ^ p a r ,l,p  ^par.2 .0
rj =

® ser,l,p ®ser,2,0

F (par,i) =

F ^ , k )  =

A Y  =  Y  meas(ju>) — B t A ~ 1B

®pax,npar,P ^ser,l,0  

a ser,naer,p ^0 ‘ ' ^ g - l ]

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)
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The error in (3.20) is minimized when rj is the optimal solution, in the least-squares 

sense, to the system of (3.27), on the following page.

The final step is to determine a function for each zaug from the corresponding 7aug. 

For the parallel augmentations, a function DZiPar,i(s) =  dz,paT,i,qsq +  • • • +  dz,Par,;,o is 

found that minimizes the error function

e = ft
»par,i Spax,i

■̂ 2,par,*(s)
N(s)

(3.25)

Similar to the optimization of the entire system, the optimal coefficients are the 

solution to the following system:

1 0 - ujI

0 u) o 0

0

-Wn

1 0

0 U!r -cu~

Re{(ju0)q}

Im{(j(u0)9}

Re{(.^v)g}

Im{(jwr)9}

d’2,par,z,0

*z,pa .r,i,q

Re(^pax,iA (^o) ^ p a r ^ O o ) )  

Im(4 a r ,^ ( ^ o ) _1^par,i^Owo))

RK£U,iA ( ^ ) ~ % a r ,^ ( > r ) )

Irn(4ar

(3.26)
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When this is found, the corresponding zaug is represented by:

_  D ( s )  — D z ,p a r , i ( s )  / Q 0 0 n
^par,aug,i — AT ( e~\ \ O . Z O )

 ̂’ p a r )

for the parallel augmentation case. For the series case, the same procedure is followed

to find the coefficients of DZ}SeVtk(s) — dZtSeItk,qsq -\ f-d2,ser,A!,o- When they are found,

the corresponding zaug is given by:

 ________ ^ s e v , k { s )  /r . „ Q \
ser,aug,fe D (S) -  Dtfiet,k(s) ^

These rational functions are then passed through an order reduction algorithm. 

This removes the unneeded poles introduced by (3.18) and (3.19) as described above.

One simple way to accomplish this is to convert the augmentations to a tabulated

form based on the original sampling of co and then fit it to a new function using a 

technique described in Section 5.3.

As mentioned before, the formulation of (3.8) does not account for the mutual ef

fects among simultaneous augmentations. However, these effects tend to be relatively 

small. This is a valid assumption as the S-ECM response is expected to be reasonably 

close to the device’s measured response and, in addition, these impedances are being 

added to refine the response (to reduce the error). An iterative method can be used 

to reduce the impact of this assumption. This is described later, in Section 5.2.
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0.025 pF

0.46 pF

1 .3 0

0.14 nH

Figure 3.3: S-ECM for the FET Small-Signal Behaviour

3.5 N um erical R esu lts

3.5.1 Small-Signal Transistor M odel

The test case under consideration corresponds to the modelling of the small-signal 

behaviour of a field-effect transistor (FET). For the purpose of algorithm validation, 

the multi-port behaviour of the device is extracted using the full small-signal model 

described in [7]. The resulting data is treated as the measured data.

To begin with, the S-ECM shown in Figure 3.3 is considered to characterize this 

data. A sample comparison of the S-ECM behaviour with the measured data is 

given in Figures 3.4 to 3.11. The response of the S-ECM is the dotted line while the 

measured data is shown by the circle markers. As seen, the measured data and S- 

ECM match accurately at lower frequencies, however, deviate significantly at higher 

frequencies.
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Figure 3.4: FET Model Accuracy Comparison (Real Y n(s))
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Figure 3.5: FET Model Accuracy Comparison (Imaginary Y n ( s ) )
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O Measured
  S-ECM
—  A-ECM

15<D
CC.

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 3.6: FET Model Accuracy Comparison (Real Yi2(s))
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Figure 3.7: FET Model Accuracy Comparison (Imaginary Y i2( s ))
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Figure 3.8: FET Model Accuracy Comparison (Real Y2i(s))
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Figure 3 . 9 :  FET Model Accuracy Comparison (Imaginary Y 2 i ( s ) )
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Figure 3.10: FET Model Accuracy Comparison (Real Y22(s))
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Figure 3.11: FET Model Accuracy Comparison (Imaginary Y22(s))
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Figure 3.12: FET A-ECM Showing Location of Augmentations
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o-'TTP—W \r
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80 0.038V,

1.30

0.14nH

300 ft

20
■AAAr-TTP-o

0.04 nH 

I 0.13 pF

Figure 3.13: FET Final A-ECM

Next, the proposed algorithm was applied on the S-ECM to modify it so as to 

match its behaviour with the measured data over the entire frequency region. In 

the validation experiment, three parallel impedances, Y\ through I 3, and two series 

impedances, Z\  and Z2, were added to the S-ECM at various nodes as shown in 

Figure 3.12.

Subsequently, the proposed algorithm was applied to find values for each of the
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impedances simultaneously. The rational functions used in the initial fitting were on 

the order of 11/11. For a good fit, the initial order has to be higher than what is 

necessary for the individual augmentations as discussed. It was found that I 2 and I 3 

were open circuits. Following iterations and the augmentation order reduction, the 

order of each individual augmentation was 1/0 for Z\ and Z2 and 0/1 for I3 .

With the order of the augmentations being so small, they were directly synthesized 

into the circuit elements shown in Figure 3.13. It is noted that the final values of 

these elements match the original model of [7] within a small margin attributable to 

numerical error.

A comparison of the response of the A-ECM with the measured data can also be 

found in Figures 3.4 to 3.8. The response of the A-ECM is shown as the solid line. 

As seen, they match accurately and the high frequency errors have been reduced in 

the A-ECM. In addition, the entire process of identifying the A-ECM required only 

24 seconds (on a Sun Blade 1500) using the proposed algorithm.

3.5.2 Spiral Inductor

The second example is of a spiral inductor model. The measured characteristic of 

this inductor is taken from data in [24]. A simplified double-pi model was created 

and the data was fit to it. This model and the corresponding component values are 

shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Simplified Inductor Model
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Figure 3.15: Inductor Models, Input Response

Figures 3.15 to 3.17 show the performance of this model compared to the measured 

values using the characteristics Rn,  Ln - Qn , R 12 and L12 as defined in [24]. The 

circle markers are the actual measured responses while the dotted line is the response 

of the simplified model. Correlation is seen at the lower frequencies, however error 

increases greatly as the frequency increases.

To improve this model, it was decided to add two elements to the model using the
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Figure 3.16: Inductor Models, Input Q-Factor
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Figure 3.17: Inductor Models, Transmitted Response
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Figure 3.18: Inductor S-ECM Shown with Augmentation Locations

proposed algorithm. These are shown in Figure 3.18 and designated by Z\ and Z<1.

The proposed algorithm was used to find a representation for each augmentation 

as a rational function of the order 11/11. These impedances were then fit individually 

with a vector fit using 2 poles for both Z\ and Z2 . These results were then synthesized 

and inserted into the model, shown in Figure 3.19. The new responses are shown in 

Figures 3.15 to 3.17. Again, the circle markers represent the measured response while
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Figure 3.19: Final Inductor A-ECM

the solid line is the response of the augmented model. Adding these components has 

greatly reduced the error in the model for higher frequencies.

In this chapter, an algorithm was proposed to determine appropriate augmenting 

networks for a simple equivalent-circuit model (S-ECM) so as to better match the 

response of the physical device. The algorithm handles the cases where the aug

mentation is being connected across two existing nodes (parallel) or when it is being 

inserted into an existing branch (series). Through an approximation, the proposed 

algorithm was extended to the case of multiple simultaneous augmentations without 

reverting to a nonlinear optimization formulation. Finally, two examples from differ

ent areas were presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach. In the 

next chapter, the algorithm will be further extended to handle the case of frequency- 

dependent transmission lines.

3.6 Sum m ary
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Chapter 4 

M odelling Frequency-Dependent 

Transmission Line Parameters

4.1 In trodu ction

In the previous chapter, an algorithm was proposed to determine appropriate augmen

tations to add to a simple equivalent-circuit model (S-ECM) in order to improve its 

performance compared to measurements done on the actual device. In this chapter, 

the method is extended and applied to the specific case of frequency-dependent trans

mission lines. Frequency-domain models derived from frequency-domain parameters 

are usually not well suited for time-domain simulations. In the case of transmission 

lines, time-domain simulations are very important for signal integrity verification. To

66
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provide a model suitable for time-domain simulations, the basic lumped transmission 

line model is improved with the algorithm developed in Chapter 3. This is covered 

in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the algorithm is extended to cover the case of mul

tiple coupled lines. In each of these sections, numerical examples are presented to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach.

4.2 S ingle Lines

Consider a single-conductor transmission line structure. Its characteristics are de

scribed by tabulated frequency-dependent per-unit-length RLCG parameters. These 

parameters are obtained from measurements, or by EM simulation. As discussed, 

frequency-dependent RLCG parameters are not suitable for time-domain simulations. 

For this reason, models containing linear elements are desirable.

A simple model of a transmission line is a lumped model with one section [25]. 

This model is illustrated in Figure 4.1. This model consists solely of standard cir

cuit elements, and is therefore suitable for both frequency-domain and time-domain 

simulations. Additionally, the values of the elements map directly to the RLCG pa

rameters. Unfortunately, the structure is too simple to handle frequency-dependent 

parameters.

However, this model does well at capturing the low-frequency characteristic of 

the transmission line. Therefore, the components are chosen to match the set of
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Figure 4.1: Basic Lumped Transmission Line Model
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Figure 4.2: Augmented Lumped Transmission Line Model

frequency-dependent parameters for the lowest frequency point. To compensate for 

the frequency dependence of the various parameters, augmentations are added as 

shown in Figure 4.2. Z\ is added to match the frequency dependence of R and L,

while Z2 and Z3 are added for C' and G.

To use the algorithm proposed in Chapter 3 to find appropriate networks for each 

augmentation, it is necessary to have a set of y-parameters derived from measure

ments. The measurements in this case are the RLCG parameters, so a means to

convert these to y-parameters is needed. The telegrapher’s equations [10] describe 

the transmission line’s performance in terms of the RLCG parameters and are given
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by

d d
— v(x,t) =  —Ri(x, t) — L —i(x, t)

d d
— i(x, t ) =  -Gv(x,  t ) -  C —v(x, t)

In the Laplace domain, these are rewritten as

0
V(x,s) (.R +  sL)I(x, s)

dx

^ I (x , s ) =  ~(G +  sC)V(x, s)

In matrix form, these become

d_
dx

V(x,s) V(x,s)
=  (D +  s E )

I(x, s) I (x , s )

where

D  =
0 - R  

- G  0

E  =

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)
0 —L 

- C  0

If the transmission line is connected as the two-port network in Figure 4.3 and 

is of length d, the above differential equation can be solved if the terminal condition 

of port 1 is imposed. Using standard differential equation techniques, the solution 

of (4.5) becomes

V(d. .si Uff). .si
(4.8)

V(d,s)
=  e (D + sE )d

V(0,s)

I(d, s) 1(0, s)
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Figure 4.3: Single Transmission Line as a Two-Port Network

where eA is the matrix exponential of A.  The matrix exponential is defined for 

a matrix A  € £nyn as eA =  P _1diag{eAl, ■ • ■ , eA”} P  where P  is the matrix of 

Eigenvectors of A  and {Ai, • • • , An} are the corresponding Eigenvalues such that 

A  =  P _1diag{Ai, ■ • • , A„}P.

The transmission network parameters, T,  the inverse of the ABCD parameters, 

are defined as:

V2 14
(4.9)

Va Vi
=  T

- I 2 h

Comparing (4.8) and (4.9) with the notation shown in Figure 4.3, it is clear that

(4.10)T  = =  e(D + s E )dhi  hi  

hi  hi

These parameters can be converted to y-parameters with the following relation [10]

Y  =
111 
tl2

1
t\2

+ I *22frLl  £22
21 +  *12 t 12

(4.11)
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With this relation, y-parameters can be obtained from the RLCG parameters for 

each frequency point. At this point, the problem can be solved using the method 

described in Chapter 3. This method provides a more generalized and simple method 

to model frequency-dependent losses in transmission lines than traditional approaches 

such as those outlined in [25]. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this procedure, an 

example is presented.

4.2.1 Num erical R esults  

Cable M odel

A lossy single-conductor cable was chosen as an example of a transmission line with 

frequency-dependent parameters. The ‘measured’ data was taken from the Line 4 

example presented in [26]. The S-ECM for this cable, as described previously, is 

shown in Figure 4.4. The component values were set to match the low-frequency 

characteristics. To model the high-frequency characteristic of the cable, the proposed 

augmentations were added to the series branch and to each shunt. The algorithm 

found that the shunt augmentations were not needed, so these were excluded. Optimal 

values for the remaining augmentation were found with a rational function of order 

6/5. The higher order was needed to best match the rapid change in inductance 

at lower frequencies. As this rational function is passive and represents a single port 

network, the technique described in Section 2.4 was used to synthesize it into a ladder
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Figure 4.4: Cable S-ECM shown with location of augmentations
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Figure 4.5: Real Part of Y u for the Cable Models

network. This network was inserted into the simple model, and the final model is 

shown in Figure 4.9.

Results are shown in Figures 4.5 to 4.8. The circle markers show the measured 

data, the dotted line corresponds to the S-ECM before augmenting, and the solid 

line corresponds to the final A-ECM. As is clearly seen, the augmentations bring the 

response of the ECM much closer to that of the measurements. The entire process of
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Figure 4.6: Imaginary Part of Y u for the Cable Models
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Figure 4.7: Real Part of Y12 for the Cable Models
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Figure 4.8: Imaginary Part of Y12 for the Cable Models 

identifying the A-ECM required only 12 seconds (on a Sun Blade 1500).

4.3 C oupled  Lines

In this section, the technique of Section 4.2 is extended to the more general case 

of a multi-conductor transmission line. Consider an m-conductor transmission line 

system. For the purpose of illustration, the case where m =  2 is considered (without 

the loss of generality). To model each line, the standard pi-model is matched to the 

RLCG parameters of each line as shown in Figure 4.10.

Once again, this simple model cannot capture the frequency dependence of the 

RLCG parameters. It also requires modification to handle coupling between the lines.
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Figure 4.9: Cable S-ECM shown with synthesized augmentation
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Figure 4.10: Original S-ECM of the Two-Conductor Transmission Line
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Figure 4.11: Transformation for Augmenting Mutual Inductance

To include coupling, mutual inductance and mutual capacitance are generally inserted 

between the lines. Usually, mutual inductances can only be characterized by two-port 

networks due to their nature. In the proposed algorithm, instead of directly adding 

the mutual inductance, the transformation given in Figure 4.11 will be used. This 

allows the mutual inductance to be treated as a set of standard inductor elements.

To capture the frequency dependence of the RLCG parameters, various subnet

works are added into the pi-model. These subnetworks can be of any needed com

plexity, but must be able to be represented as the driving-point impedance of a single 

port network. This version of the model is shown in Figure 4.12. The goal of each 

added subnetwork is the following:

• Z\ captures the Ll2 parameter and its frequency dependence.

• Z2 captures the frequency dependence of Rn  and Lu and compensates for

the mutual inductance L\2 as required by the transformation of Figure 4.11.

Z-A does the same for R22 and L22.
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Figure 4.12: Transformed Model shown with Augmentation Locations

• Z\  and Z§ add the frequency dependence of 6'n and G n to the model.

• Z$ and Z7 do the same for G22 and G22-

• Z8 and Z$ model the G12 and G12 parameters.

When extending this technique to the general case of m coupled lines, the Ltl 

element for the ith line is split into (m — 1) equal sections. This inductor and a corre

sponding inductor in the j th line are replaced with the transformation in Figure 4.11 

to capture the mutual inductance given by Lij.

As with the single conductor case, it is desired to use the algorithm proposed in 

Chapter 3 to find appropriate networks for each augmentation. A set of y-parameters 

derived from measurements are therefore required. The process given in Section 4.2
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is followed to convert the matrix RLCG parameters for m  coupled lines to a set 

of y-parameters for a 2m-port network. The telegrapher’s equations for coupled 

transmission lines [10] are given as

d . . . . d .
— v(x, t)  =  —Ri(x, t )  — L —i(x,t)

d_ 
dx

d
i (x , t ) =  —Gv(x, t )  — C —v(x, t)

(4.12)

(4.13)

For a system with m coupled lines, v ( x ,  t ) =  \v\{x,  t ) • ■ • vm (x,  f)]1 and i (x ,  t ) =

[ii(x, t) • • • im(x,  f)]* where Vj(x,  t)  is the voltage and i j (x,  t)  is the current on the 

j th line at position x  at time t.

In the Laplace domain, these are rewritten as

V{x , s ) =  - ( R  +  sL)I(x,s)

d_
dx

I(x,s)  =  —(G +  sC)V(x,  s)

(4.14)

(4.15)

In matrix form, these become

d_
dx

V(x, s) V{x , s )
=  (D +  s E )

I(x,s) I ( x , s )
(4.16)

where

D  =

E  =

0 mxm - R

- G Omxm

Omxm —L

- c Omxm

(4.17)

(4.18)
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Figure 4.13: Coupled Transmission Lines as a Multi-Port Network

If the transmission line is connected as the multi-port network in Figure 4.13 and 

is of length d, the above differential equation can be solved if the terminal condition 

of ports 1 through m  are imposed. Using standard differential equation techniques, 

the solution of (4.16) becomes

d. s') V70. s)
(4.19)

V(d,s)
=  e ( D + s E )d

V(0,s)

I (d , s ) 1(0, s)

The transmission network parameters, T,  the inverse of the ABCD parameters, 

are defined as: " "
Vrn+l Vi

V2m
= T

vm
Im+1 h

—I'Irn Im

(4.20)
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Comparing (4.19) and (4.20) with the notation shown in Figure 4.13, it is clear

that

T  =
T ii T 12

T 2\ T 22

=  e (D + sE )d (4.21)

where T n ■ ■ ■T 22 are each in £mxm.

These parameters can be converted to y-parameters with the following relation [10]

Y  =
- T $ T  u -.-l

12

- i - l

(4.22)
T i T"* r r r — l r T i  r r t  fT*~

21 T  ±  2 2 12 1  11 — ±  22-L  12

With this relation, y-parameters can be obtained from the RLCG parameters for 

each frequency point. At this point, the problem can be solved using the method de

scribed in Chapter 3. Next, an example is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness 

of the proposed algorithm.

4.3.1 Num erical R esults  

Coupled Line M odel

In this example, the validity and efficiency of the proposed algorithm are demon

strated. The ‘measured’ data was taken from the Line 2 example presented in [26]. 

The measured RLCG matrix parameters were converted to the corresponding y- 

parameters for a unit length. The lumped ECM of Figure 4.12 was selected to rep

resent these lines. The component values were chosen to match the low-frequency
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Figure 4.14: Final A-ECM for the Coupled Line Example
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Figure 4.15: Model and Measured Real Yn  for Coupled Transmission Line 

characteristics.

Next, the proposed algorithm was applied on the ECM to modify it so as to 

match its behaviour with the measured data over the entire frequency region. The 

resulting augmentations were fit to a rational function using vector fit with between 

1 and 2 poles. Passivity was enforced for these rational functions and they were 

synthesized into RLC networks. When they were placed in the model, the final A- 

ECM in Figure 4.14 was obtained.

A comparison of the response of the final ECM with the measured data can also be 

found in Figures 4.15 to 4.22. The circle markers show the measured data, the dotted 

line corresponds to the S-ECM before augmenting, and the solid line corresponds to
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Figure 4.16: Model and Measured Imaginary Y\\ for Coupled Transmission Line

the final A-ECM. As seen, they match accurately and the errors have been corrected 

in the improved A-ECM. The entire process of identifying the final ECM required 

only 27 seconds (on a Sun Blade 1500) using the proposed algorithm.

4.4 Sum m ary

In this chapter, the proposed algorithm was extended to the case of frequency- 

dependent transmission lines. This allows an accurate model to be derived that can 

be used for both frequency-domain and time-domain simulations. With the applica

tion of an equivalent circuit for mutual inductance, the algorithm was also applied to 

the case of multiple coupled lines. An example was presented for each case to demon-
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Figure 4.17: Model and Measured Real Y12 for Coupled Transmission Line

strate the effectiveness of this approach. In the next chapter, various implementation 

issues will be discussed with solutions presented.
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Figure 4.18: Model and Measured Imaginary Y\2  for Coupled Transmission Line
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Figure 4.19: Model and Measured Real Y1S for Coupled Transmission Line
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Figure 4.20: Model and Measured Imaginary Yi3 for Coupled Transmission Line
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Figure 4.21: Model and Measured Real Yu for Coupled Transmission Line
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Figure 4.22: Model and Measured Imaginary Yu for Coupled Transmission Line
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Chapter 5

Im plem entation Issues

5.1 In trodu ction

In this chapter, various implementation issues concerning the algorithm developed in 

Chapters 3 and 4 will be discussed. The first issue, in Section 5.2, discusses the error 

introduced by the approximation made in Section 3.4 to handle multiple augmenta

tions. In this case that this error is not negligible, an alternative implementation is 

discussed. Next, in Section 5.3, various options for implementing the rational func

tion fitting procedure are discussed. When using these algorithms on models that 

must be accurate over a wide bandwidth, the large difference between the maximum 

and minimum frequency can introduce numerical errors. To overcome this difficulty, 

solutions are presented in Sections 5.4 and 5.5.

88
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5.2 R efinem ent Iteration s

In Section 3.4, an algorithm was proposed to find appropriate networks for multiple 

augmentations simultaneously. As discussed there, this was possible by assuming the 

effect of each augmentation was independent of the others. In many cases, the error 

introduced by this approximation is negligible, but in others it is desirable to remove 

this error.

To begin, first the source of this error will be described. In the derivation by 

Rohrer presented in Section 2.3.2, the effect can be seen intuitively by applying the 

notation of (2.54) to (2.55)

Aa; = ------- — -----A -1£ (5.1)
^aug,par +  2th

where Aa; is the effect on the MNA variables of adding a single parallel augmentation 

2aUg,par- If this is extended to the case where two augmentations are added, and 

assuming they are independent as is done with the approximation, the following is 

the overall effect

A * =   A ~ %  + --------------  A ~ %  (5.2)
2aug,par,l +  2th ,1 ^aug,par,2 +  2th,2

It is clear that after the first augmentation is added, this would have had an effect 

on the open-circuit voltage (uoc,2), the Thevenin equivalent impedance (zth.2) and also 

the overall MNA matrix (A ) seen by the second augmentation. The magnitude of
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these changes will depend on the configuration of the circuit and the location of the 

first augmentation relative to the second one.

To see the effect from a mathematical perspective, the derivation based on the 

Sherman-Morrison formula in Section 2.3.2 is considered. When two augmentations 

are added to a model, the modified MNA matrix will be

A  =  A  +  £l£l2aug,par,l + 2̂ 2̂2:au1g,par,2 (5-3)

The effect of adding the first impedance on the MNA matrix inverse, A (A _1)i is, 

from (2.67),

A (A -’h  =  (A +  -  A - '  =  (5.4)
£aug,par,l S l ^  S I

Using the assumption that the first augmentation will not alter the effect of the 

second, the approximate effect of the second augmentation on the MNA matrix in

verse, A ( A 1)2, is given by

A (A -’)2 =  (A +  p„,2« 5 ) - '  -  A '1 =  ‘ (5.5)
^aug,par,2 S 2A  S2

On the other hand, if it is considered that the first augmentation has already been 

added, applying (2.62) to find the actual effect of the second augmentation on the 

MNA matrix inverse, A(ATx)2, results in

A (A _1)2 =  [(A +  £ a u g ,p a r , l€ l£ l )  +  ^ a u g . p a r ^ ^ ]  ~  ( A  +  A m L p a r . l ^ l ^ l ) - 1  =

{A + âug,par,l^l^l)_1̂ 2^2(  ̂+ ATuLpar,!̂ !)-1
-2aug,par,2 ^ ( - ^  T  -^aug.parjl^l^l) £2

(5.6)
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Therefore, it is seen that the source of the error is in the assumption that A -1 «  

(A +  z~^ As mentioned in Section 3.4, this is due to augmentation being

a small refinement and thus should have a relatively small effect on A -1.

In the case where this error is not negligible, refinement iterations can be used to 

further optimize the augmentations. The general process used is as follows:

1. Using the algorithm proposed in Section 3.4, determine an initial frequency-

dependent driving-point impedance for each augmentation.

2. For each augmentation, in sequence, perform the following:

(a) Insert every augmentation except the current one into the original 

S-ECM.

(b) Using the parallel augmentation algorithm presented in Section 3.2 

or the series augmentation algorithm in Section 3.3, as appropriate, 

determine a new driving-point impedance for the augmentation under 

consideration.

3. Iterate over Step 2 until the error is reduced to an acceptable level.

It is noted that the multiple augmentation algorithm in Section 3.4 produces a 

rational function for each augmentation’s driving point impedance. On the other 

hand, the single augmentation algorithms of Sections 3.2 to 3.3 produce a set of 

tabulated data. Therefore, prior to synthesizing the augmentation, this data must
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be fit to a rational function, as will be discussed in the next section. This fitting can 

occur during each iteration after finding the new data for the augmentation or it can 

be done once at the end of the procedure. It is left for future study to determine 

which of these options is optimal for most cases.

In addition, for synthesis to be possible, the rational function must represent 

a passive network. As with the rational function fit, passivity enforcement can be 

applied at either of these points as well. Once again, it is left to future research to 

determine when to best perform this.

5.3 C hoice o f F ittin g  Function

In Chapter 3, a method is presented to determine an appropriate driving-point 

impedance for each of a set of augmenting networks to improve the performance of a 

device model. In the case of fitting multiple augmentations at once, in Section 3.4, the 

method of producing the final rational functions is specified by the algorithm. In that 

case, the rational functions are found by optimizing the numerator and denominator 

coefficients of the rational function in a least-squares sense.

On the other hand, in the case where a single augmenting network is being found, 

the resulting driving-point impedance is a set of tabulated data. This leaves the 

method used to produce a rational function for the driving-point impedance as an 

open question.
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One option is to use the same method as is used for the multiple augmentations, 

coefficient fitting. For this method, a new function z aUg ,fit(s ) is defined with the form

Uq +  OiS d
W t W -  bQ +  h s  +  

such that it minimizes the error function

 h apsp
bq_1S‘l-1 +

(5.7)

(5.8)
i = 1

where zaug represents the tabulated driving-point impedance data, sampled over n 

frequency points given by {uq, • • • , ujn}.

This can be accomplished if the coefficients are found through the optimal solution 

of the following over-determined system.

1 0 - w \  0

0 Wl 0 — Ljf

1 0  -u£ 0

0 U>n 0 -coi

R e{(,?w i)p} R e { z aug[u^i]} 

Im {(jo ; i)p} - I m { z au g M }

Ref âug [ctJn]}

Im {(jw „ )p} - I m { z aug[wn]}

R e{^ aUg [w i]jw i} • - R e { z aug[tJ i]0 w i)«  x }
do

R e { z aUg M (.7 W i)9}

- I m { 2 aug[w i]> > i} •• • - I m { z aug[w i](jw i)9 _ 1 }
d p

Im fzauglw ijO w i)® }

— R e { Zaug [ ^ n ]  3 ^ n  } Rcjdaug [^n] (j^ n  F  }
&0

R e{d aug [^n] { j ^ n )'1}

~Im {2aug[w „]ja;n } • Imf-^aug  ̂}
b q - 1

Im {Xaug[W n]0w„)9}

(5.9)
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There are many other fitting algorithms available that will also produce a rational 

function representation for the data found for zaug. One popular alternative is vector 

fitting [11]. Instead of fitting the coefficients of the rational function directly, this 

method identifies the dominant poles in a response and then finds the corresponding 

residues. In the transmission line examples in Chapter 4, it was found that using 

vector fit produced superior results.

5.4 Frequency Scaling

For any of the possible rational function fitting methods, it is usually of benefit to 

perform frequency scaling. Frequency scaling is the uniform scaling of the actual 

frequency values to improve the numerical condition of the fitting matrices. The 

problem can be seen by examining the matrix in (5.9). The system contains elements 

where the frequencies are being raised by powers related to the number of numerator 

or denominator coefficients. As more coefficients are added to fit a more complex 

function, the highest power seen in the matrix will increase.
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To illustrate the effect of this, the following matrix is considered.

A  =

1 0 - ujI 0

1 0 - ^  0

R e{(jco1)p} 

R-e{(ju;n)p}

(5.10)

0 un 0

This is recognizable as being a section from the system of (5.9). Let p and n be 5, 

and u> be a set of equally spaced frequency points between 1 Mrad/s and 10 Grad/s,

or

u  =  {lou w2, w3, w4) w5} =  { l x  106, 2.5008 x 109, 5.0005 x 109, 7.5002 x 109, 1 x 1010}

(5.11)

Next, scaling is introduced to this system. Let a  E 3ft be the scaling factor. Define 

Cj as the scaled version of u> and A  as the scaled version of A. These are given by

f w  1 U>2 U>3 U 4 U)5 "1
1 J ) J 5 fk a  a  a  a  a  J

(5.12)

A  =

0 0 ■■ R e {(« )" }

U>1
a 0 -O ? ) 3 • M ( ^ ) P}

0 - ( f ) 2 0

a 0 - o ? ) 3 ■. .  M e ? ) ” }

(5.13)
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Table 5.1: Effect of Frequency Scaling on Reciprocal Condition

a reciprocal condition of A* A

1 7.0608 x 10-82

109 6.761 x 10-10

1—1
 

o o 6.4892 x 10~4

1011 5.184 x 10“ n

The reciprocal of the condition of a matrix in the 1-norm is a measure of how 

well-conditioned a matrix is [27]. A well-conditioned matrix has a reciprocal condition 

close to 1, while in poorly conditioned matrices it approaches oo_1. When a matrix is 

poorly conditioned, it is a nearly singular matrix, which increases the error resulting 

from numerical processes.

Table 5.1 shows the effect on the reciprocal condition of A A due to scaling u> 

by different amounts. It is seen that the choice of a  is very important. In this case, 

choosing a  to be the largest value in a) was optimal.

To see the effect of this on a more practical application, consider the use of scaling 

in the system of (5.9). Clearly, if the frequencies are scaled, this will have an effect 

on the coefficients that are found. After scaling, the rational function in (5.7) will 

become the following

Of ) + • ' •  +  % Y
5b +  5, ( ? )  +  ••• +  5,-1 ( ?  r 1 +  ( ? )

(5.14)
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To convert this back to the form of (5.7), the right-hand side is multiplied by 

which results in

-^aug,fit 0 ^ -0
a0a Q +  diet9 1ju) +  h apa q p(jlo)p

(5.15)
b(,aq +  b ia ^ ju j  +  b d?_iai(jc<;)9_1 +  (ju)i

Therefore, when frequency scaling is used, the actual coefficients of the rational 

function are given by - “
CIO do a 9

ax did;9-1

dp—i dp_1a 9_p+1

dp apa q~p

b0 boofl

bi did9-1

bq-2 bq-2a 2

bq-1 bq-lOt

(5.16)

5.5 Frequency W eighting

When fitting the coefficients of a rational function to a driving-point impedance, the 

goal is to reduce the error over the entire frequency range of interest. In most cases, 

it is desired to improve this error by the same relative amount for each frequency
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point. However, with the standard formulation, this is often not the case.

Examining the rows of (5.9), it is observed that each row corresponds to a single 

frequency point. In addition, each element containing z!mg is also being multiplied 

by that frequency raised to a power. This implies that rows corresponding to higher 

frequencies will have larger values, which will weight their errors higher while being 

solved in a least squares sense.

To overcome this difficulty, the individual rows can be weighted by an arbitrary 

constant. If both the left-hand side and the right-hand side of an equation are mul

tiplied by the same constant, it has no effect. Therefore, rows for lower frequencies 

can be multiplied by a larger constant than rows for higher frequencies. Doing this 

will help balance the error reduction effort and improve the lower frequencies by a 

similar amount as the higher ones.

5.6 Sum m ary

In this chapter, various implementation issues concerning the algorithm developed in 

Chapters 3 and 4 were discussed. First, a means to overcome the error introduced 

during the multiple augmentation procedure of Section 3.4 was given. The remaining 

sections covered the rational function fit of tabulated data and various methods to 

help improve the quality of the fit.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Sum m ary

In this thesis, an efficient and automated algorithm was presented which identifies 

augmenting equivalent circuits to improve the accuracy of simple equivalent-circuit 

models (S-ECMs) over a frequency range of interest. This algorithm is generic in 

the sense that it can be applied to any multi-port equivalent-circuit model for a 

device whose performance can be described by y-parameters. Therefore, it has a 

wide range of applications. In the initial algorithm development (in Chapter 3), it 

was applied to a small-signal model for a FET transistor and also to a model for 

a spiral inductor. In Chapter 4, the algorithm was applied to frequency-dependent 

transmission lines. The algorithm was also extended to handle mutual inductances,
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so that coupled frequency-dependent transmission lines could be created. Finally,

in Chapter 5, various important implementation issues were discussed. The most

important advantages to this approach are as follows:

1. This algorithm uses and develops equivalent-circuit models for devices. When 

an appropriate S-ECM is chosen, this technique allows the physical intuitive

ness of the model to be maintained while providing a good match with the 

measurements of a physical device. This can be of great importance to 

designers, who prefer these types of models to purely mathematical ones.

2. All of the optimization problems used by the algorithm are formulated as 

linear optimization problems. Nonlinear optimization formulations can have 

issues with convergence, local minima, and CPU time cost.

3. The models that are created are easy to use in both frequency- and time- 

domain simulators. This is a particular advantage to the frequency-dependent 

transmission line models, as signal integrity simulations are generally per

formed in the time domain.

4. The algorithm is generic, so it should be applicable to any sort of device 

with an associated simple equivalent-circuit model.

5. The algorithm produces augmenting networks in the form of single-port net

works whose driving-point impedances are described by rational functions.
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This greatly simplifies the existing passivity enforcement mechanisms [12] 

allowing for a more efficient implementation.

6.2 Future W ork

Through the work in this thesis, many possibilities for future research have become

apparent. These are summarized below.

1. Application to  large-scale sensitivity: This work is closely related to

the large-scale sensitivity. One area of future research would be to investigate

if any of the techniques developed in this thesis could be applied to improve 

or gain more insight into the large-scale sensitivity analysis process.

2. Integration o f elem ent perturbation: It is conceivable that in many

cases a full augmentation may not be needed to correct the error in some

locations. It would be interesting to investigate the impact of perturbing 

the existing model elements in conjunction with large-scale augmentations. 

This would be similar to the approach of improving black-box augmentation 

discussed in [9].

3. Application to  m odelling emerging device effects: There is a lot

of research opportunities in the application of this algorithm to many types
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of models, from device models to spiral inductors. Instead of the tradi

tional methods of improving equivalent-circuit models, the proposed algo

rithm could be applied to model emerging effects in high-frequency opera

tion.

4. Nonlinear device modelling: Another area to be studied is the appli

cation of this method to nonlinear models. It might be possible to include 

nonlinear elements in the augmentations and also to augment models with 

existing nonlinear elements.
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